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Choose the most appropriate option among (A), (B) and (C) which completes the sentence and 

make it meaningfully correct. 

1. A predatory journal is a publication _______ for manuscripts. 

(A) that actively ask researchers 

(B) that actively asks researchers 

(C) that active asks researchers 

(1) Only A  (2) Only B  (3) Only C  (4) Only A and B      (5) None of them 

 

2. All national channels are ______ hotels in the city.  

(A) holding its election-related conclaves in five star 

(B) holding their election-related conclaves in five stars 

(C) holding their election-related conclaves in five star 

(1) Only A  (2) Only B  (3) Only C  (4) Only A and B      (5) None of them 

 

3. The burden of getting water ______ 4-6 back-breaking miles every day to find water. 

(A) falls upon woman and girls who walk 

(B) falls upon women and girls who walk 

(C) falls upon women and girls which walk 

(1) Only A  (2) Only B  (3) Only C  (4) Only A and B      (5) None of them 

 

4. If you have a family history of the disease, _______ careful.  

(A) it is important for you to be extremely 

(B) it is important for you to extremely 

(C) it is important for you to be extreme 

(1) Only A  (2) Only B  (3) Only C  (4) Only A and B      (5) None of them 

5. When you eat reheated mushrooms, _______ and even serous heart problems. 

(A) you put you at risk of digestive 

(B) you puts yourself at risk of digestive 

(C) you put yourself at risk of digestive 

(1) Only A  (2) Only B  (3) Only C  (4) Only A and B      (5) None of them 

Answer- 1. (2) 2. (3) 3. (2) 4. (1) 5. (3) 
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